You are:
Marty / Marcy Belka

sheriff nelson deharo

Witness protection plant
You were a small time forger for the Cleveland Mafia, until you turned state’s witness
against one of the bigwigs. So now the
entire organized crime outfit wants to stick
a few knives in your eyes. Hence, you’ve
been assigned a new name and life in this
podunk town by the Witness Protection
Program.
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You thought it would be a good idea to get in good with local law enforcement, you know? But this morning, the sheriff came to you with
a crazy plan. I guess that Underwood kid - the one that just inherited
the Manna Hotel from his dead grandpa? - he got in some legal trouble
last night. You’re not clear what exactly, though the Sheriff kept laughing about the kid being caught in a laundry line.
Anyway, the kid’s young, naive and scared. The sheriff asked you to
fake up some worrying paperwork implying that the sheriff had to
seize control of the co-op because of the break-in. It’s completely
legally implausible, but the Underwood kid won’t know the difference.
You’re here to deliver the papers to the Sheriff, so he can make Underwood sign them. (Now where did you put them? They were here just
a minute ago.)
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You don’t really care about the co-op itself, but you want to seize control
of the co-op’s bizarre, tiny zoo. See, you discovered that there’s a rare
albino Chinese ferret-badger in there. If you can sell that to the right
person, it’d be worth more than a small town electrical utility would be.
Crazy, but you’ve known enough rich folk to know how crazy they can
be for exotic pets. Seven figures, at least. The sheriff don’t know what
the badger’s worth, so he promised you the entire zoo. (Of course, you
don’t know any crazy rich folk now, but you’ll find a buyer once you have
the badger.)

Sister Jean. She’s another member of your old crime family. Used to operate disguised as a nun. But she’s here in the hotel, and she recognized
you, right outside as you were coming in. She was all ready to put a bullet in your skull, but you pleaded with her. Made her a deal, to cut her
in on your scam. Once you sell the badger, you’ll split the money with
her. You just hope that it’s enough after you split it to make Candice
happy. And enough to keep Jean from breaking your legs and throwing
you in a trash compactor.

You need to sell the badger and get rich quick, because you’re in love.
You’ve been having an affair with the beautiful Candice Cross, right under her husband’s nose. But Candice only has respect for the almighty
dollar. And the Witness Protection Program don’t pay very well. So
you’re hoping to get control of the zoo, sell the badger off on the grey
market and then convince Candice to leave her husband for you.
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sister Jean Lazia, aka “Janie Lansing”
marty / marcy lowell

Candice Cross
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crime:
Cooking the books on a building
contract
Location:
Victory Electrical Co-op

need:
To Get Out... of a promise you made
to a very dangerous woman

hi my name is:
Marty / Marcy Lowell
Quiet local

And I mostly keep to myself.

Relationship:
Candice Cross
romance:
Secret lovers
need:
To Get Rich... and win her love
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friendship:
Keepers of a dark secret
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Relationship:
“Janie Lansing”
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Relationship:
Sheriff Nelson Deharo

object:
legal documents
Something about a avoiding
legal proceedings and a parcel
transfer of some kind.

